
Using Group Functionality
in Nature’s Notebook
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Why do we have Groups?

Many people want to work with volunteers to make 
observations at the same sites, and on the same plants and 
animals. 

This opportunity:
- Increases engagement
- Allows assessment of data quality (comparing 

multiple observers, knowing plant is same plant on 
same day)
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Groups in Nature’s Notebook 

• Groups are organizations of any size or formality 
that want to share monitoring responsibility at a 
shared location

• Nature’s Notebook Groups are visible to all 
members of a group

• All plants an animals associated with a Group are 
visible to all members of the group

• Group Administrators manage users, sites, plants 
and animals, view all observations
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Two Roles 
• Members/individuals :

– Join or remove themselves from a Group or Groups
– Create, view and delete their own observations

• Administrators of a group may (in addition):
– Add and edit plants and animals
– Create sites within a Group
– Inactivate/delete plants at a site
– Remove animals from a site
– Remove users from a Group
– Be an admin in more than one Group
– View all observations made at all Group sites
– Designate other Group Members as Admins
– Designate Data Entry Technicians 5



To join a group
1. Log in to 

www.naturesnotebook.org
2. Go to www.usanpn.org/user
3. Click the “Edit” tab under your 

username
4. Check the box next to your 

Group from the list of Partner 
Groups

5. At the bottom of the page, click 
Save to save these changes 
to your account.

How it Works for Members
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You may also join a pre-existing Group as you register for an account.



As soon you’ve joined the Group, you see a dropdown under 
Sites on your Observation Deck, where you can choose to see 
either “My Sites” or “Group Name” (e.g., Project Tree Watch)

How it Works for Members
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How it Works for Administrators
• After selecting the Group in the drop down (blue circle), 

Admins can add a new site to the Group (orange circle)
• Admins can edit an existing site, and can move an existing 

personal site into a group by clicking Edit Site (red circle) and 
finding the drop down at the bottom of the Edit Site page
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How it Works for Administrators
• Admins can Manage Users (red circle and interface shown)
• On the Manage Users page, Admins can: 

- View users and their Person ID
- Download a user’s data
- Remove users from the group
- Make a user an Admin (blue circle)
- Make a user a Data Entry Technician (red circle)
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How it Works for Data Entry Technicians
• Data Entry Techs can add data on behalf of any Group 

Member, by selecting the name of that Group Member 
from the drop down (red circle)

• Data Entry Techs can edit existing data belonging to any 
other group member
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How do we get started?
To set up a Group visit the following page to get started:

www.usanpn.org/nn/groups/group-site

Follow the instructions on that page and you will be guided 
through the Group Request Process. 

After we’ve set up the Group and its Admins, your next step is 
for to add sites to your Group (as described on slide 8)
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Annual Group Review

The National Coordinating Office of the USA-NPN would like to 
know more about how and why people are using the Group 
Functionality in Nature’s Notebook. As you create your Group you 
will be encouraged to share with us information about what you 
are doing and who you are engaging. 

Each year we do an annual evaluation of Group activity so if 
you’ve requested a Group you will receive a short survey to 
complete at the end of the calendar year. 

We’d like for you to share with us any questions, comments, or 
impacts you’ve realized throughout the year so we can make this 
program the best is can be. 



QUESTIONS?

Contact 
groups@usanpn.org

if you have any questions about
Group Functionality in 

Nature’s Notebook 


